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PARALLEL COOPERATIVE CALLERIES

The Council offers assistance tc cooperative galleries 
founded and directed by professional artists to serve the needs of 
the artistic community. These galleries are characterized by their 
open, responsive structure, their modest facilities and

techniques of administration. Their purpose is to provide 
"parallel" or "alternate" space for exhibitions or art events that 
do not easily fit within the framework of the well-established 
public and commercial art galleries.

/' ELIGIBILITY

To qualify for assistance, a cooperative gallery must:

t be establ ished and directed by professional artists 5

c operate on a cooperative basis with a small, flexible 
administrative staff;

e demonstrate the current need for the gallery and its continuing 
support by the local artistic community;

<• demonstrate its ability to seek funds from sources other
than the Canada Cou ncii ( 2 .£. private, civic, provincial, etc.);

propose c* v' 11 £ — V £ r program that could not easily take olace in

a p u b 1 i c or ccmmarc i a I ~ a 11O ery either because of its experimen-

fnl nature or its low commercial potential.

ELIGIBLE ITEM

(
Assistance is granted 
following items:

eligible cooperative galleries for the
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Normal Operating Expenses. Those include rent, heating, lighting, 
general insurance and maintenance costs.

Program Expenses. These include costs related to the pre
paration, presentation and interpretation of exhibitions and 
art events.

Salaries. Funds are available to provide salaries for a maximun 
of three positions on the gallery staff. Job descriptions (i.e. 
for task-sharing positions such as "Program Coordinator","Program 
Technician", and "Information Secretary') should reflect the 
flexible, open structure of the gallery and encompass a number 
of distinct functions.

APPLICATIONS FOR ASSISTANCE * *

Mo application forms are necessary. However, when preparing a 
submission, applicants should be careful to provide:

r- a statement of the purposes, objectives and organization of
the gallery, including an indication of the specific artistic 
and public needs that have motivated the request;

c complete information on the professional artists who direct 
the gallery’s activity;

& a projected program outlining activities for one year - when 
possible,visual information should be included:

p a report on the gallery’s present financial situation and a 
budget for the proposed program.

* three letters of support from prominent local artists or experts 
in the field.
Applications should be sent to the Visual Arts Section of the 
Council at least three months before the assistance is required 
to support on-going activities.

NOTE

This assistance to Parallel Cooperative Galleries is 
one of the Canada Council's pilot programs. Tie funds available 
are therefore limited. In order to ensure a faxr distribution of
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facilities, no more than one cooperative gallery can be assisted 

in centres having a population of less than one million. A limit 

of two galleries has been established for larger centres.

Applicants are also urged to use moderation in the amounts requested 

and encouraged to forecast a modest rate of growth.


